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The wheels are all cast metal and the case is painted black, so youll find no squeaks or noise. This Miele handheld vacuum can hold up to 1.2 pounds of dirt, and
weighs under 14 pounds, making it relatively easy to maneuver. Another bonus is that it doesnt have the usual trip hazard of a corded vacuum - just a remote

control. This model is also reasonably priced, weighing in at around $140... but thats a lot of money for a small vacuum cleaner! Both navigation systems are easy to
use, although the Shop is more of a discovery tool. The Shop is the Miele Navigator app, which is at least as good as many other off-the-shelf navigation systems.
You use it like any navigation system to find nearby restaurants or golf courses. Youll be able to see on a map which stores are nearby, and you can scroll to the

shops you want to see. Similarly, you can view nearby Apple stores if you want to buy a new iPhone. After you find the store of your choice, the app will direct you to
the store itself, along with an interactive map of the store and directions. All of this information and more is all accessible through the Shop, and is a far more

productive way to browse the store than navigating by google map. Owners tend to be happy with the Navigator Lift-Away cleaning performance, too. We looked at a
couple hundred customer reviews from Amazon and Google Shopping, including those voted to be most helpful and some others with the lowest scores, to get an

accurate picture of the vacuum cleaners strengths and weaknesses. Tons of customer reviews, even a bunch of the negative ones, mention that the Navigator Lift-
Away is an excellent cleaner. Pet-hair pickup in particular earns wide praise.
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